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DICTA 
(26 broken parts)
(text version)

-Read in articulated, precise and confident voice.

-Avoid sounding overly romantic, soft or whispery.

-Find strange and peculiar expressions, unnatural accents, overly theatrical pauses in unnatural positions (will be marked in the score).

-This is a form of a dictation, grammar is occasionally broken, so are the meanings.

-Do not try to voice a logic in the sentence where there is none.

-Accent should be mild British to none.

-There is no logic in the order.







1

Do not cringe before the powerful
he who lies about withdrawing 
                                                  his exist survives
but one of the dispossessed 
who never gave up courage 
he              who wishes the skill as a weapon 
                  to suppress untrue
observes what over(-)turned 
these views exiled 
he who speaks      that a man without is better 
than one who takes does not ask 

for whom? 



2

speak it is not untrue 
this ship has sailed 

sinking ship shipwreck 
sinking ship shipwreck

he who will never reach a shore 
                                                  must be wet







3

Those who are weak in the struggle,
even the hangman turns down



4

all talk is hunger 
to produce oneself, 
one’s own defeat. 

barbarism sounds nice



5

forget the second obstacle
perplexity is practical 
the best method is force
acquire new instructions 
cruel gesture With casual procedure
intoxicate



6

the eyes of the world converted
a sinking ship does not trouble them
or rain no one can
                           other,
                             is new fear too complicated for you?



7

put into beautiful words: the interpretation 
now the true home of Nation 
conclusion drawn out of nonsense
abuse history without using measures
greatest wave which has descended 
                                        inquiries full of poison 



8

nose and eyes sense only the chain 
He who washes his hands before the truth
                                                           (and would not hurt a fly)
must view the sphere 
to see the future in it 
a specimen from something statistical
which no results ever prove 
the wrong ones will follow 
                                            the smell 







9

Cesar’s body (speaks for itself)
capitulation in the Form 
a cunning claim:  when Form is naked 
                             it affords deception
 



10

Opportunity! 
which brings it forth? 
What will the result be?

the meat voices do tell 
who wishes to eat the sight 
                                          of another 
blood the butchers hands 
but the butchers hands Outcries
measures long out measures methods violent 
who are weak gladly listen who abuse  
strike the eye strikes the eye 
all we strike is worth 
when it happens only by violence.











12

The description reads: ahead of time
chains are disaster of “human nature”  
the eye must show who can be fought

11

in our day men shout What they hear in the future: 
The source by culture addressed to no one



13

The word “people”



14 



15

economy feeds first
labor into Form an old, patriotic Form
In this manner a fresh interpretation
for whom they were intended
Oppression! Discipline! Obedience! 
Form of erotic violence
In our times He is only taking away









16

rotten is the unity full of dangerous people
we are speaking of being ruins 
eat the classic among starving
In this manner, men love 
their industry for deception 











17

Exploitation! 
Some find it necessary







18

dignity tends in mind. 
become a better human!
feed them Utopia 

describe conditions except for the conditions of life
Demand all his not only was not blamed 
but all his was hostile 
he said so and so is not the question
but then devices described what was asked
whether the order should remain 
the true power spread 
the masters and slaves 
                                    the elegance of life 



19

at this rate withdrawing from their own pleasures. 
The senseless aspect of intense Rulers 
Another says spread was simply the beauty
it also arouses

good model of the spread is speech over body
in other words generalize descriptions of evil 

the deed of the deed is more
great struggles are always with the internal enemy 



21

The Caption reads: Mother, we have arrived.
restored to slaughtering and selling meat 
who tells it to us be stopped at nothing
innocence exposed to everyone is cruelty
Propaganda stimulates what is needed
serve enough exploitation as food 
struggle to  eat is real 

20

So it is: broken 
                       collapsed in an hour
                                                       no longer can be recognized
Behold, he is filled with another
                                                    He will eat him too
Behold a foreign language
Behold the Man himself before
the audience that begged for less
                                                    alone their faces in the water 











22

Orator, let them speak for themselves
misfortunes under the falls 
                                          which no longer exist  
strong walls of a given statement 
                                          after the great Earthquake
the same doctrine over and over again
wolves could be cleverer
and doubt only what sounds certain

23



24

What counts practical is that
nothing looks like a weapon
unwatched the able eye battle
to see everything uneven
Such a view all things could be 

25

26
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